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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1870498A2] The tooth set (14) for a comb of a comb-machine, comprises number of teeth arranged side by side, and tooth row with
its teeth formed as single piece tooth strip. The number of teeth transverse to the operating direction of the teeth form oriented tooth row. The
single piece tooth strip has several tooth rows arranged one behind the other in operating direction of the teeth. A groove passing diagonally in the
operating direction between the two tooth rows has a depth, which differs from the depth of a groove running in operating direction between two
teeth. The tooth set (14) for a comb of a comb-machine, comprises number of teeth arranged side by side, and tooth row with its teeth formed as
single piece tooth strip. The number of teeth transverse to the operating direction of the teeth form oriented tooth row. The single piece tooth strip
has several tooth rows arranged one behind the other in operating direction of the teeth. A groove passing diagonally in the operating direction
between the two tooth rows has a depth, which differs from the depth of a groove running in operating direction between two teeth. The single
piece tooth strip has the form of segments made of cylinder cover. The tooth rows are arranged one behind the other on the cylinder cover in
circumferential direction. The tooth strip has means (16) for fastening and consists of hardened and tempered steel. The teeth of the tooth set have
a coating. The groove running in operating direction between two teeth has a depth, which has two- to fivefold of the separation spacing of the teeth.
Independent claims are included for: (1) a method for the production of tooth set for a comb of a comb-machine; (2) a top comb for a comb-machine;
and (3) a circular comb for a comb-machine.
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